
You can smell it. It stings your nostrils with a stench that confirms what your body feels. You can 
smell the heat. It’s when you know, with absolute certainty, that the temperatures has reached 
“hotter-than-hell”.  
 
Sure, your jersey feels saturated with sweat and you can feel the heat radiating off the 
pavement, but these sensations can happen during mild weather. But the smell. It clouds your 
world with the smell of melting rubber and warm air. It leaves your thoughts muddled while 
pushing against the pedals or listening to the hum of wheels as you savor the last of your water. 
 
Earlier Saturday morning, twenty members of Rapha Cycling Club met at the Seattle 
Clubhouse. The forecast prophesied the hottest day of the year, though the morning started off 
mild as a few members checked tire pressure and did last minute checks. Sipping coffee, we 
milled about discussing the route.  
 
102.6 miles with 5,813 feet of elevation gain. 
 
The plan was to roll down to the Seattle Ferry Terminal where a boat would carry us across the 
Puget Sound before dropping us out at the town of Bremerton, which sits on the eastern side of 
the Kitsap Peninsula. We would trace rolling highways and side roads through the forest until 
we reached the southern point of the peninsula. At this point, the group would begin climbing up 
into the hills and arrive at the “fun” point of the ride; 15 miles on gravel trails with views of the 
water and the Olympic mountain range. From there, we would loop north, climbing up the barren 
ridgelines and looking down the hills to the water below. The route than descended back to the 
highways that promised to carry us to back to the ferry dock. From the ferry, we would head 
home. 
 
The route was designed by Brandon Camarda, the RCC Seattle coordinator. It was loosely 
based on an old Cascades Cycling Classic race, tossing in some extra gravel for added PNW 
flavor.  
 
Despite a strong turnout, only two members would complete the route. 
 
The route epitomized everything that every Seattle cyclist loves. The act of linking bodies of 
water with forgotten logging roads and craggy peaks; all from the seat of your bicycle. In the 
PNW, the seat of a bicycle holds endless potential for adventure. Within a few hours, you have 
the ability to roll from lush beaches and forest to rocky peaks or arid juniper forests.  
 
The minute you mount a bicycle an adventure begins. That magic was palpable as our group 
rolled off the ferry and into the city of Bremerton. We immediately headed for the hills, moving at 
a fast clip.  
 
The breeze off the shore was cool. The sun climbed to its high-point as we waited for a member 
to replace a flat. We knew conditions would worsen once we left the shore and climbed into the 



woods. The moment finally arrived as we pointed our tires off-road, leaving the gentle sea 
breeze behind. 
 
The gravel demanded all your attention. It seemed to only offer two angles: straight up or 
straight down. A few crashes and flats left our group scattered, bleeding and tired as we pushed 
towards the halfway point. 
 
As we left the gravel, a small blue tent and two trucks were pulled off to the side of the road. 
Brandon and other RCC members waved us into a surprise aid station stocked full of Nuun, 
snacks, beer and ice cream sandwiches.  
 
The group quickly devoured two boxes of ice cream. Harrison, one of the ride leaders and 
finishers, shot gunned a beer with the same style and ease that he brought to the ride. 
Gravel-inflicted injuries forced two riders into the support vehicles. We wished them good luck 
as we rolled out. We felt refreshed. Our minds and legs inspired and fueled by the chocolatey 
goodness of Snickers ice cream. 
 
That burst of energy lasted for a little under 15 miles. 
 
The sun seemed to pulse and send waves of heat onto the group which was quickly fracturing. 
Small sub-groups began seeking routes back to the ferry or calling support vehicles and 
relatives for pick-ups. 
 
Aaron Erbeck, a member of Rapha Continental and Harrison’s co-finisher, said it best. Seattle 
cycling can’t be boring.  
 
The water. The mountains. The sweeping, broken landscape. Every ride here seems to take 
you to the edge.  
 
Though the Hills of Tahuya delivered a sweltering beat-down, every rider ended the day smiling, 
….(inspiring conclusion goes here). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



_____________________________________________________________ 
Notes: 
 
Going to the edge. 
 
Broken landscape. Too many waterways and mountains. Can’t be boring. 
 
You don’t know. What you don’t know. 
 
Foundation of the area (waterways). 
 
Commitment.  
 
The route was built off an old cascades classic road race that was held out there back in the day. I took that 
route and added about 10 miles of gravel. 
 
We had 28 riders come out that day. Only 2 finished the intended route with 5 others coming very close. The 
other 21 cut it early. Four riders got a ride back to the ferry with me and one called his parents to pick him up. 
The heat pushed up to 95 degrees. We bought 5 boxes of ice cream sandwiches and only had three left over. 
Harrison shot gunned a beer the second he finished crushing the first gravel bit. 
 
102.6 miles 5813 


